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EOS’ World-Leading Remote Weapon Stations
From the ultra-lightweight 7.62 mm and 12.7 mm R150 through to the heavy-hitting
30 × 173 mm R800, EOS offers a broad range of lethality options.
• Lightweight, self-contained and easy to integrate onto new and existing platforms
• Stabilised, accurate and simple to operate
• A proven counter UAS capability that provides a broad spectrum
of offensive, defensive and surveillance capabilities
• Missile options include 70 mm guided and unguided rockets,
as well as surface-to-air and anti-tank capabilities
• The ideal lightweight lethality option for maritime platforms
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Welcome

EDITOR’S LETTER

Geopolitical vicissitudes, both in the Indo-Pacific and beyond, have necessitated
a once-in-a-lifetime upgrade of Australia’s maritime warfighting capabilities

FROM NAVAL communications systems to uncrewed surface and underwater vessels,
Australian industry has truly risen to the challenge of developing cutting-edge solutions for
Australia’s current and future warfighter.
Though, recent step changes in defence policy have not come without significant challenges for
business. With an election shortly on the horizon, should we expect more unforeseen hurdles?
In this special edition - maritime, Defence Connect news editor Charbel Kadib provides a
program update on Australia’s development of nuclear-powered submarine capabilities, and
dives into calls from Navantia to build more air-warfare destroyers.
Nastasha Tupas then analyses how Australia is partnering with regional allies to help
develop their maritime capabilities, and offers a tech spotlight into the P8-A Poseidon.
I thank the indefatigable Chris Skinner, former Royal Australian Navy officer and defence
analyst, for his contribution analysing the submarine basing debate.
Bill Waters over at Leidos Australia has penned a special insight into the development
of autonomous maritime technology, while Ben Sanders at Nova Systems discusses the
company’s ambitions for maritime TNE, certification and assurance – from maritime
communications through to supporting LOTE for the Collins Class.
From Rohde & Schwarz, Gareth Evans joins the team at Defence Connect to discuss the
company’s role as the communications systems integrator of choice for the RAN.
This edition pays special attention to how defence industry is looking forward to building the
ADF of tomorrow.
Navantia Australia’s Cindy Slaven discusses Navantia Australia’s new process of proactive
sustainment to bolster Australia’s warfighting capability, while editor Liam Garman sits
down with BAE’s Sharon Wilson and Flinders University’s John Spoehr to discuss the new
Line Zero – Factory of the Future.
As always, we want you to join the conversation and to help build a more resilient defence
industry. Please never hesitate to reach out to myself or a member of our team.
Warm regards,

Liam Garman
Editor,
Defence and Security
E: editor@defenceconnect.com.au
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News brief

TRIPLE-PRONGED
BOOST
Surface-to-air missiles, autonomous undersea
platforms, and remotely piloted ISR drones are among
Defence’s latest investments in naval capability
By Charbel Kadib

Shoring-up missile defences
Minister for Defence Peter Dutton has announced the government’s latest investment in
defence capability, revealing over $2 billion would be spent to acquire Evolved Sea Sparrow
Missile (ESSM Block 2) capability for the Royal Australian Navy. The ESSM Block 2
advanced surface-to-air missile – to be supplied by BAE Systems Australia, L3 Harris, and
G H Varley – is designed to counter anti-ship missile threats.
The weapons leverage an advanced active radar missile seeker, capable of hitting targets
at a range in excess of 50 kilometres. Dutton revealed the first tranche of the missiles has
already arrived in Australia for initial integration and testing.
The ESSM Block 2 is expected to be deployed from the RAN’s Surface Combatant Force,
which includes the Anzac Class frigates and Hobart Class destroyers.
Local industry stakeholders are tipped to benefit from the deal, providing components and
supporting the project from locations in Adelaide, Melbourne, Brisbane, and Newcastle.
According to Minister Dutton, the ESSM Block 2 delivery has been facilitated by Australia’s
participation in the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) Sea Sparrow Consortium.
“Australia’s participation in the Consortium provides Navy with access to important technical
information, strengthens the relationship with NATO and shares the cost associated with
developing a very effective capability for defeating anti-ship missiles,” he said.
The announcement came just a month after the government committed $3.5 billion for
the accelerated delivery of new long-range missile capabilities for the Royal Australian Air
Force and the Royal Australian Navy.
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HMAS Ballarat conducts an Evolved
Sea Sparrow Missile firing at sea, as
part of the Anzac class frigate’s sea
qualification trials. Photographer:
LSIS Leo Baumgartner

News brief

HMAS Brisbane launches an
Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile
during Exercise PACIFIC
VANGUARD in the East Australian
Exercise Area. Photographer:
LSIS Daniel Goodman

The plan involves the delivery of Lockheed Martin-built Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff
Missiles (JASSM-ER) and Kongsberg-built Naval Strike Missiles (NSM) by 2024.
This would mean the 900km range - JASSM-ERs, to be deployed by FA-18F Super
Hornets and F-35 Lightning II aircraft, will be received three years ahead of the initial
delivery date, while Hobart Class destroyers and Anzac Class frigates (replacing Harpoon
anti-ship missiles) will receive NSMs five years ahead of schedule.

Fast-tracking drone delivery
Defence has selected the Schiebel Pacific S-100 Camcopter as the preferred platform
for Block One of the SEA 129 Phase 5 Maritime Unmanned Aircraft System project.
The program aims to deliver an unmanned aerial system (UAS) designed to perform
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) missions from the RAN’s Anzac
Class frigates and Arafura Class offshore patrol vessels (OPVs).
Raytheon Australia will serve as the prime systems integrator, with the company
previously committing to set up an Asia-Pacific manufacturing and sustainment hub
for S-100 UAS in the Shoalhaven region of NSW. In a statement, Schiebel Pacific has
confirmed the UAS platforms would be designed, developed, manufactured, integrated
and supported locally.
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“Australia’s participation in the Consortium provides Navy with
access to important technical information, strengthens the relationship
with NATO and shares the cost associated with developing a very
effective capability for defeating anti-ship missiles”

Raytheon Australia is now expected to work with Defence via a request for tender
(RFT) procurement process before presenting to government for a Second Pass
decision later this year. As such, Defence has stressed it is yet to determine the size
of a prospective S-100 Cam copter fleet and the value of a future contract, despite
reports claiming 40 drones were ordered for a combined cost of $1.3 billion.
In a statement to Defence Connect, the department revealed as a result of its decision,
the SEA 129 Phase 5 project could achieve initial operating capability (IOC) 18 months
ahead of schedule.
“Accelerating Australia’s acquisition of remote and autonomous systems is critical to
protecting Australia and its interests,” the spokesperson said.
Defence has also addressed concerns regarding the Camcopter’s use by hostile
nations, including China and Russia, with the platform operated by over 16 maritime
organisations on 17 classes of ships around the world.
“Defence conducted due diligence background checks and is aware of the number of
systems in use internationally,” the spokesperson added.
The prospective Royal Australian Navy drones are set to be modified with
“significantly different” mission sensors ahead of delivery.
“Defence has robust processes to ensure any platform introduced into service does not
create vulnerabilities,” the spokesperson stated. “In the case of the S-100, working
with Raytheon Australia as the Prime System Integrator, all relevant systems will be
scrutinised and approved to ensure the appropriate level of protection is in place.”
Schiebel has not conducted defence business with China since early 2015, and last
supplied UAVs to a Russian commercial entity in 2015 for civilian use. Intellectual
Property rights or data were not shared with the Russian customer.
The UAS has been on trial with the RAN since 2016 after it was selected following a
request for tender (RFT) for Navy Minor Project (NMP) 1942, which sought to procure
a “proven” VTOL Maritime Tactical Unmanned Aircraft System – Interim Capability
(MTUAS-IC) and associated engineering and logistics support for the Navy.
Last year, Schiebel Group secured a three-year contract extension to sustain the
interim test platforms, which includes field support services, engineering and
logistics elements, and the establishment of a sovereign Australian Camcopter S-100
training capability, delivered by Schiebel Pacific.
The Camcopter S-100 is billed as a small-medium-sized vertical take-off and landing
(VTOL) aircraft made of titanium and carbon fibre materials. The platform is designed
to carry multiple payloads simultaneously for up to six hours at a time.
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“The XL-AUV will harness the latest developments in autonomy, edge
computing, sensor fusion, propulsion and robotics to bring advanced
capability to the Royal Australian Navy”

The Camcopter S-100 can reportedly operate day and night, under adverse weather
conditions, with a range out to 200 kilometres, both on land and at sea.
The unmanned aircraft can navigate automatically via pre-programmed GPS
waypoints or can be operated directly with a pilot control unit. The platform is
operated via a point-and-click graphical user interface, transmitting high-definition
payload imagery to the control station in real time.
By leveraging “fly-by-wire” technology controlled by redundant flight computers,
the UAS can complete its mission automatically.

Exploring an autonomous undersea solution
Anduril Industries, which announced its expansion into Australia earlier this year,
has commenced commercial negotiations with Defence for a co-funded design,
development and manufacturing program for extra-large autonomous undersea
vehicles (XL-AUVs).
The three-year deal – worth an estimated AU$140 million ($70 million each) – is
expected to involve capability assessment and prototyping, with three platforms set
to be delivered to the Royal Australian Navy over the course of the program.
The project will be supported by Anduril’s chief engineer, Shane Arnott, who
previously oversaw Boeing’s Loyal Wingman project as program director, airpower
teaming system (ATS) and autonomous systems.
The XL-AUV is billed as an affordable, autonomous, long endurance, multi-mission
capable AUV.
According to Anduril, the platform is modular and customisable, capable of
being optimised with varying payloads for advanced intelligence, surveillance,
reconnaissance and targeting missions.
Anduril has committed to designing, developing, and manufacturing the XL-AUVs in
Australia, supported by the recruitment and retention of a highly skilled workforce
to fill key roles across maritime engineering, software development, advanced
manufacturing, robotics, propulsion design, and mission operations.
The company has also noted plans to actively partner with local SMEs and research
and technology communities.
“The XL-AUV project is a significant investment in Australian industrial capabilities,”
said David Goodrich, OAM, executive chairman and CEO at Anduril Australia.
“Through this partnership, Anduril Australia will become a major player in the
thriving defence industrial base in Australia and contribute to Australia becoming a
leading exporter of cutting-edge autonomous capability to the rest of the world.”
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Caption: HMAS Sydney fires an
Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile for the
first time during Combat System
Sea Qualification Trials in the
Southern Californian Exercise Area
off the coast of the United States.

In a statement to Defence Connect, Goodrich said this “new model of contracting”
would “blaze a trail”, accelerating the delivery of key defence capability.
“Anduril’s software first approach means, like your latest smartphone, you just
update when needed rather than waiting the incredible lead-times we currently
experience for these major programs,” he said.
“This is so exciting for Australia because it is another cutting-edge program, by
Australia and for Australia, but it also has enormous export potential.
“From a national security perspective, it will put Australia and its allies back
ahead of the pack in terms of developing defence tech, which is vital with the
rapidly changing security situation in our region.”
Anduril founder Palmer Luckey said the program would leverage critical
advancements in defence technology.
“The XL-AUV will harness the latest developments in autonomy, edge computing,
sensor fusion, propulsion and robotics to bring advanced capability to the Royal
Australian Navy,” he said.
This latest initiative comes amid an expected increase in the number of
submarines deployed in the Indo Pacific, and serves as a force multiplier
complementing Australia’s existing Collins Class fleet and future nuclear-powered
vessels promised under the AUKUS arrangement.
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SEA 4000

HMAS Brisbane transits through
the Prince of Wales channel
off the coast of Cape York in
Queensland. Photographer:
LSIS Daniel Goodman
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DOUBLING
THE DESTROYER
FLEET

Shipbuilding prime Navantia Australia has offered to
develop additional Hobart Class destroyers for the Royal
Australian Navy to address potential capability gaps
ahead of the delivery of the Hunter Class frigates
By Charbel Kadib

A

ccording to reports originally published in The Australian, Navantia Australia has
proposed to develop three additional Hobart Class air warfare destroyers (AWDs)
for the Royal Australian Navy by 2030. The company has said the program would
cost an estimated $6 billion ($2 billion for each vessel).
Navantia Australia managing director Israel Lozano Barragan said additional vessels would
help “bridge an important capability gap” ahead of the delivery of the RAN’s Hunter Class
frigates under Project SEA 5000, set to replace the ageing Anzac Class fleet.
This follows reports of a revised delivery timeline for the frigates amid design concerns.
Earlier this year, the Hunter Class program was scrutinised in a classified ‘Engineering
Team Assessment’ presented to the Department of Defence. The report suggested the
next-generation anti-submarine vessels would be “substantially” slower than initially
anticipated, operating across a shorter range and leaving ships vulnerable to detection.
The 36-page report, tabled in November, also raised crew safety concerns, claiming
personnel could be trapped below deck by floodwaters in “credible damage conditions”.
But Minister for Defence Peter Dutton dismissed the findings, claiming the issues were
“exaggerated” and describing the report as “low-level”.
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SEA 4000
Hobart Class Destroyer
HMAS Brisbane. Photographer:
Mr Peter Beeh

Approximately 5,000 Australians are estimated to have worked on the
air warfare destroyer program over the past decade, with over 2,700
unique suppliers supporting the development of HMAS Sydney

BAE Systems Australia has since completed a System Definition Review (SDR), aimed at
establishing a baseline design for the frigates and informing the construction process at
South Australia’s Osborne Naval Shipyard. The SDR, which was undertaken by engineering
teams in both Australia and the UK, was the second major evaluation of the ship’s design
since BAE Systems secured the $45 billion SEA 5000 contract. The review assessed the
feasibility of a range of capabilities required by the Commonwealth government, including
the Aegis and Australian Interface Combat Management Systems, the CEAFAR2 phased array
radar and integration of the Seahawk Romeo Maritime Combat Helicopter. But expanding
the Hobart Class fleet could also bolster Australia’s national shipbuilding enterprise.
According to Navantia Australia’s CEO, the additional Hobart Class destroyers could be built
locally, in Spain or via a “hybrid model” across both countries. This, he said, would depend
on the capacity of South Australia’s Osborne shipyard.
“This flexibility is given to protect the Hunter Class frigates’ production program,” he added.
Chief of Navy, Vice Admiral Michael Noonan, AO, responded to reports during an
appearance before the Senate foreign affairs, defence, and trade legislation committee on
Wednesday, 6 April, but stressed no formal offer had been made to Defence.
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HMA ships Hobart, Brisbane
and Sydney. Photographer:
Mr Peter Beeh

“I currently have in place a very robust surface combat transition plan, which does not
take into account any contemplation of additional air warfare destroyers,” he said. “So,
at this point in time, it is something that is being speculated within the media regarding
advice or unsolicited advice being provided by Navantia.”
VADM Noonan added that he has not provided any advice to government regarding the
potential acquisition of additional AWDs. The SEA 4000 project achieved final operating
capability (FOC) in August, with the last of three Hobart Class destroyers, HMAS Sydney,
delivered to the RAN after passing test and evaluation trials off the coast of the US and
Canada, which involved missile firings against low-altitude and supersonic targets.
Approximately 5,000 Australians are estimated to have worked on the air warfare
destroyer program over the past decade, with over 2,700 unique suppliers supporting the
development of HMAS Sydney.
HMAS Sydney has joined sister vessels HMA ships Hobart and Brisbane, in primarily
providing air defence for accompanying ships, land forces and infrastructure in
coastal areas.
Based upon the Spanish F100s, the Australian variants incorporate a number of
modifications and Australian-specific structural/design and combat system modifications
to provide a uniquely Australian surface combatant with international provenance.
The delivery was executed by the Air Warfare Destroyer Alliance – a co-operative
comprising the Capability Acquisition and Sustainment Group (CASG), ASC Shipbuilding,
AWD Shipbuilding and Raytheon Australia. The Defence Science and Technology (DST)
Group contributed to risk mitigation activities, acceptance testing and planning for sea
trials to demonstrate and quantify the level of capability achieved by the project.
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WHAT IS MATURE
AUTONOMY
IN 2022?

Maritime autonomous technology, reliability and confidence is maturing
rapidly and is challenging regulatory authorities and governance
arrangements. The opportunities for generating mass, significantly
extending the ability to deliver effects and reducing risk for war fighters
are obvious to world leading navies and those following global events.
The question is how to get onboard and how to keep up
By William (Bill) Waters of Leidos Australia

T

hose following the progress of maritime technology will be aware that autonomous
safe navigation and collision avoidance systems (including the ability to berth
autonomous platforms) are now relatively common and their use has been
commercialised. There are now commercial operators using fully autonomous platforms
certified for routes in Europe and Asia, including carrying human passengers. This type
of autonomous system is now widely available on the market. It is proving its worth
in reducing shipping costs and increasing safety by replacing the vagaries of human
judgement, experience and fatigue with reliable automated systems that have been
forensically tested in model-based systems and extensive live trials.
In the 2022 context, a more advanced technology solution is the use of autonomous
platforms to launch and recover other autonomous platforms, having navigated to the
operating area in a fully autonomous (uncrewed) fashion. This type of technology, and the
ability to make it reliable and repeatable, is the domain of more advanced system providers
and has been demonstrated and reported in maritime publications in recent years. As
an example, Leidos demonstrated autonomous launch and recovery from its autonomous
uncrewed surface vessel (USV) Pathfinder at the US Navy’s Advanced Naval Technology
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Leidos-built fully autonomous
trimaran Sea Hunter which,
along with sister ship Seahawk,
is now in use by the US Navy

Sea Hunter and
Seahawk, on advanced
task group trials in 2021
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Leidos’ autonomous test
platform Sea Innovator

Leidos
Australia

Exercise in 2017. In this demonstration, a Leidos-built autonomous underwater vehicle
(AUV) was launched and recovered from the Pathfinder, fully autonomously, to conduct a
hydrographic survey.
Reliable autonomous platforms are also considered the domain of more advanced
providers. Utilising specialist platform designs that were never intended for human
transportation, they have sophisticated reliability and redundancy systems to ensure
dependability. Key to this type of reliability is autonomous platform decision-making
through platform health monitoring systems. These systems are designed to identify
issues prior to failure, switch to redundant systems, select mitigation actions such as
blockage clearing mechanisms, etc, and even trigger modifications to operating profiles
to continue sorties in the presence of reduced performance (for example, trailing a shaft
when a main engine or propulsion train failure occurs).
This type of technology is completely different from designs that have retrofitted crewed
platforms with autonomous technology, such as that found on Sea Innovator, a 135-foot
former offshore support vessel Leidos converted to autonomous operation. Although
they are capable of operating autonomously at some level, they still have the intrinsic
design issues of crewed platforms where redundancies are less numerous and their major
platform systems, which were designed for human intervention, are less durable over time.
Possibly the most prominent and widely known deliberately designed un-crewed platforms
are the US Navy’s Sea Hunter trimaran and sister Seahawk, which were both built by
Leidos. Sea Hunter first proved its reliability in ocean transit with a return voyage from
San Diego to Hawaii in 2019; an extraordinary first result for a long-range endurance
trial of 4600 NM including periods in sea state 6. Since that time, two other US Navy
autonomous platforms have conducted transits from the Gulf of Mexico, crewed through
the Panama Canal, to San Diego in order to join Sea Hunter and Seahawk in the US Navy’s
Surface Warfare Development Squadron One. Additionally, Seahawk has repeated the San
Diego to Hawaii return voyage, fully autonomously, in 2022.
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“Possibly the most prominent and widely known deliberatelydesigned un-crewed platforms are the US Navy’s Sea Hunter trimaran
and sister Seahawk, which were both built by Leidos”

Of note, the Royal Australian Navy has the opportunity to be exposed to Sea Hunter and
Seahawk in their anti-submarine and information warfare configurations at RIMPAC 2022
which is set to take place in and around Hawaii in July and August. Leidos’ vessels will
once again transit from their home base with SURFDEVRON 1 in San Diego.
The US Navy sees considerable value in platform autonomy, particularly in specifically
designed uncrewed autonomous platforms and is demonstrating to the relevant regulatory
bodies and US Congress its confidence in operational use and reliability. US Congress
in particular has sought more reliability testing of autonomous platforms and recently
delayed the US Navy’s Medium and Large USV programs until its concerns are satiated.
Maritime regulatory authorities are also struggling with the pace of technological change
and adoption by world-leading navies and are challenged by the implications of autonomy
to the 1972 International Conventions for Prevention of Collisions at Sea.
While these reliability trials and deliberations continue, the US Navy in particular, but also
China’s PLA-N and some others, have continued their technology advancements unabated.
World-leading autonomous technology providers, usually working for nation states or in
some cases the deep sea oil and gas industry, are now turning to ‘trusted’ autonomous
collaboration and sophisticated human/autonomous teaming via AI/ML techniques.
This technology is the domain of only the most mature providers and includes the use
of autonomous mission command techniques where autonomous platforms collaborate
to prosecute specific, highly technical tasks including sharing information in a trusted
and assured manner. In oil and gas this may be seen in deep sea interaction between
underwater platforms. There are fewer publicly released examples in the military domain,
for obvious reasons, but there are enough indications that the world’s more advanced
navies are gaining confidence and trust through live testing of autonomous collaboration.
Leidos continues to support the US Navy and the Office of Naval Research in world-leading
autonomous technology through continuously evolving upgrades to the software and other
systems in the Sea Hunter and Seahawk platforms and has recently gained US government
approval to share this technology, including the IP, with Australia. Furthermore, Leidos
Australia is establishing a local autonomous model-based systems engineering facility
to further develop this technology with Australian partners. With our deep relationships
across Australian industry and academia, our pedigree as the largest non-government
provider of security-cleared experts and our provision of world-leading cyber services
to the Australian government, Leidos looks forward to supporting Navy in rapidly
accelerating its Remote & Autonomous Systems & Artificial Intelligence capabilities.

William (Bill) Waters, CSC and Bar
program director – maritime,
Leidos Australia
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Nova Systems

Q&A with Ben Sanders, general manager maritime, land and future systems, Nova Systems

A REPUTATION
OF EXCELLENCE

Ben Sanders speaks with Defence Connect about his move
into the general manager maritime, land and future systems
role and Nova Sytems’ growth in the maritime domain

Defence Connect: Tell us about Nova Systems’ growth in the maritime space.
Ben Sanders: We have a deeply experienced maritime team, across both operational and
engineering domains, that reduce risk for projects.
We’ve moved from being an aerospace professional services company in the early days to
becoming a fully-fledged maritime industry partner with key maritime capabilities. We
have recently focused on the growth of our integration capabilities, including hardware
and software development not only with the ADF, but with our industry partners as well.
We have a workforce of more than 150 personnel supporting maritime-based projects.
These teams cover the full spectrum of experience and skills, including specialist
test and evaluation professionals, seaworthiness, systems and digital engineering,
combat system integration, maritime communications, platform engineering, explosive
ordnance and weapons systems, logistics analysis, project management, infrastructure
development, and contracting and procurement support.
There are few complex major maritime projects that Nova Systems hasn’t been involved
in over the past 15 years. We have gained a reputation for excellence and delivering
quality outcomes.
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“We are committed to building a sustainable and enduring sovereign
defence industrial capability that resides here in Australia, under
Australian control and in the hands of Australians”

DC: Nova Systems’ credentials are in Test and Evaluation (T&E). How are you evolving
this expertise to support future capabilities?
BS: We have invested significant funds into training both our own personnel and defence
personnel in Test and Evaluation and Certification and Systems Assurance (T&ECSA) and
we are sovereign leaders in delivering third capability across Defence and government.
T&ECSA has been identified by the Australian government as a Sovereign Industrial
Capability Priority – a capability that is operationally critical to the Defence mission
requiring sovereignty. Every platform from combat aircraft, submarines, armoured
vehicles and warships must be Tested and Evaluated, Certified and Systems Assured from
concept all the way through to disposal.
The result is the delivery of safe, fit for purpose platforms to our warfighters that deliver
the best operational outcomes.
In a rapidly changing and increasingly integrated environment, our knowledge and
experience, tools, processes, training and sovereign smarts are what set us apart. We
are continually evolving our Test and Evaluation, Certification and Systems Assurance
methodologies to provide a truly world-class sovereign capability in an ever-changing
and networked environment.
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Nova Systems employees
Norman Voss and Sherry
Tang conducting Verification
and Validation (V&V) work
on HMAS Brisbane. Image
credit: Nova Systems

DC: What is it that sets Nova Systems apart?
BS: Nova Systems has been building sovereign capability and know-how for more than
20 years. We are 100 per cent Australian-owned and controlled and operate in a unique
space as a mid-tier entity of scale – small enough to care, big enough to matter.
We are a sovereign Test, Evaluation, Certification and Systems Assurance leader and
have partnered with the ADF and industry on more than two decades of projects of
national security and safety.
We are committed to building a sustainable and enduring sovereign defence industrial
capability that resides here in Australia, under Australian control and in the hands of
Australians. We are also a great place to work, having a real focus on people, culture
and career development.

DC: For Australian-owned and controlled companies like Nova Systems, what is the
impact of the AUKUS agreement?
BS: Through AUKUS there are opportunities for the Australian defence industry
— here in Australia and in overseas markets. The AUKUS partnership will enable
our three countries to better co-operate on defence-science, -research, -education,
-technology and -industrial bases. Australian industry involvement in the
development and acquisition of these new capabilities is vital. Australian industry has
a long history of delivering, but we need to focus on building up areas of expertise so
a significant sovereign capability can be built – such as Test and Evaluation.
DC: You have recently moved into the general manager maritime, land and future
systems role, as your predecessor Lee Kormany took up a position with Nova Systems
www.defenceconnect.com.au
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Nova Systems

HMAS Brisbane.
Photographer: LSIS
Daniel Goodman

Norway. What is your background and what are your goals for the role?
BS: I started off in the EW domain working with radar warning receivers and
countermeasure development. I joined Nova Systems in 2004 and continued to work
in the EW domain supporting operational performance assessments between different
radar warning systems for F18s, Black Hawk helicopters and Chinooks aircraft.
I then rotated through several smaller scale consulting roles at the Aircraft Research
and Development Unit at Edinburgh, South Australia. Following this, I transitioned
to the AWD program working in the combat management system team and across
various combat subsystem integration roles before joining the verification team
assessing requirement compliance across all acquisition categories of Test (CAT0-5)
More recently, I’ve been in roles including operations manager and then program
manager for maritime and submarines before taking on the GM role.

DC: Finally, looking ahead, what are your short and medium-term objectives?
BS: In terms of goals for the role, as Nova Systems grows and expands its portfolios
and reaches into new capabilities, I really want to keep a focus on capturing exciting
work and opportunities for our people and delivering the best outcomes for our
clients. We want all our employees enjoying their jobs and feeling like they are
contributing to something that’s greater than themselves.
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The smarts
behind the
solution.

novasystems.com

Tech spotlight

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN AIR FORCE

P-8A POSEIDON
AIRCRAFT

Based at RAAF Base Edinburgh and operated by RAAF No. 11
and No. 292 Squadrons, under the command of Number 92 Wing
(as part of Surveillance and Response Group), the aircraft has
completed several domestic and operational deployments
By Nastasha Tupas

T

he P-8A Poseidon is described by the RAAF as ‘a modern, potent and highly
reliable aircraft.’ Most recently returning from relief efforts in Tonga earlier
this year following the eruption of the Hunga Tonga-Hunga Ha’apai underwater
volcano on 15 January.
The RAAF P-8A Poseidon was sent by the Australian Defence Force to conduct assessment
of damage to critical infrastructure, such as roads, ports and power lines, throughout the
Polynesian country to help determine the next step in the response effort.
Based on the commercially proven Boeing B737-800, the RAAF P-8A Poseidon has been
modified to incorporate the latest maritime surveillance and attack capabilities.
Under Project AIR 7000, the P-8A Poseidon was a fundamental element of this project,
which was designed to replace Australia’s AP-3C Orion aircraft:
February 2014: The Australian government approved the purchase of eight P-8A
Poseidon aircraft.
March 2016: The acquisition of an additional four aircraft was approved.
November 2019: Delivery of the aircraft completed
December 2020: Acquisition of a further two aircraft was approved, bringing the
total force to 14 aircraft.
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A Royal Australian Air Force
P-8A Poseidon aircraft from
No. 11 Squadron prepares
to be refuelled by a United
States Air Force KC-135
Stratotanker aircraft during
a training mission near
the Philippine Sea on 27
October 2021. Photographer:
RAAF Aircrew

Tech spotlight

The P-8A Poseidon is a
fundamental element of
Australia’s future maritime
intelligence, surveillance
and reconnaissance.
CAF35_P-8A-Poseidon

P-8A Poseidon Aircraft specifications
MANUFACTURER: Boeing

MAX SPEED: 907km/h

ROLE: Maritime intelligence, surveillance,
reconnaissance and response

RANGE: 7,500km

CREW: Pilot, co-pilot, mission specialists

CEILING: 12,500m

ENGINE: Two CFM56-7 BE(27) engines each
with 27,000lb thrust

AIRFRAME: Length 39.5m, height 12.8m

WEAPONS: Self-protection measures,
Lightweight Anti-submarine torpedo, AGM-84
Harpoon Anti-ship Missiles

WINGSPAN: 37.6m

The P-8A Poseidon has advanced sensors and mission systems, including a state-ofthe-art multi-role radar, high-definition cameras, and an acoustic system with four
times the processing capacity of the AP-3C Orion.
According to RAAF, the P-8A is built specifically as a military aircraft. It is based on
the proven commercial designs of Boeing’s 737-800 fuselage, but has been substantially
modified to include:
A weapons bay;
Under wing and under fuselage hard points for weapons;
I ncreased strengthening for low level (down to 200ft) operations and high angle
turns; and
 n extensive communications system including radios and data links across VHF,
A
UHF, HF and SATCOM.
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RAN’s HMAS Arunta sails in
company with US’ destroyer USS
Momsen (centre right) and Japan’s
destroyer JS Yūdachi (right) while
a RAAF’s P-8A Poseidon aircraft
flies overhead. Photographer:
AWR3 Regnor Vondedenroth

An internal fuel capacity of almost 34 tonnes allows the P-8A to conduct low level
anti-submarine warfare missions at a distance of greater than 2,000 kilometres from
base. The P-8A is also compatible for air-to-air refuelling with KC-30A Multi-Role
Tanker Transport (MRTT) aircraft.
The Boeing-built intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance aircraft, the P-8A
Poseidon is flown by the US Navy, the United Kingdom’s Royal Air Force, and Royal
Norwegian Air Force. It is designed to be a multi-mission maritime patrol aircraft,
which Boeing states, excels at anti-submarine warfare; anti-surface warfare;
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance, and search and rescue.
The P-8A can fly higher (up to 41,000 ft) and get to the fight faster (490 knots). Shorter
transit times reduce the size of the Area of Probability when searching for submarines,
surface vessels or search and rescue survivors. The P-8A is also designed for low
altitude missions and has already proven its abilities supporting humanitarian and
search and rescue missions.
The P-8A shares 86 per cent commonality with the commercial 737NG, the P-8A is
engineered for 25 years/25,000 hours in the harshest maritime flight regimes, including
extended operations in icing environments. With more than 140 aircraft in service, the
P-8A has executed more than 400,000 mishap-free flight hours around the globe.
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HMS Artful of the Royal Navy’s
new Astute Class attack
submarines arrives in Scottish
waters. Photograph: UK Ministry
of Defence

ADVANCING
AUKUS
READYING THE NATION FOR NUCLEAR SUBS
A naval infrastructure overhaul has underpinned the Commonwealth
government’s efforts to prepare the ADF and shipbuilding industry for
one of the largest defence procurement projects in Australia’s history
By Charbel Kadib

L

ast September, Prime Minister Scott Morrison announced plans to procure a fleet of
at least eight nuclear-powered submarines for the Royal Australian Navy under the
trilateral technology-sharing partnership between Australia, the United Kingdom,
and the United States (AUKUS).
The AUKUS deal signalled an end to France-based Naval Group’s multi-decade contract
to deliver 12 diesel-powered Attack Class submarines to replace the ageing Collins Class
fleet as part of its $90 billion SEA 1000 project. As such, the new SSN plan would require
a shake-up of Australia’s naval enterprise, which had been preparing for the manufacture
and sustainment of conventional submarine capability.
This shake-up will be informed by recommendations from the Nuclear-Powered
Submarine Task Force, which is currently consulting with stakeholders in the US and UK
to devise a strategy for the procurement of the SSNs. The group’s considerations include
requirements for design, construction, maintenance, infrastructure, industry capacity,
nuclear safety, environmental protection, crewing and training. The task force will also
advise on building timeframes, costs and supply needs. So, what progress has been made
in the absence of a clearly defined strategy?

Technology-sharing deal struck
Before commencing formal work to develop the RAN SSNs, Australia needed to secure
regulatory approval from international partners for the sharing of sensitive information
and material. In November, Minister for Defence Peter Dutton and representatives from
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Minister for Defence the Hon
Peter Dutton MP, signs the the
Exchange of Naval Nuclear
Propulsion Information Agreement.
Photographer: Kym Smith

the United Kingdom and the United States signed the Exchange of Naval Nuclear
Propulsion Information Agreement — a legally-binding arrangement granting Australia
access to advanced nuclear technology.
The agreement establishes a framework for the disclosure and use of information
related to naval nuclear propulsion. Civilian and military personnel in Australia would
be provided with critical training and education from their US and UK counterparts,
ensuring the submarines are developed safely and effectively.
The agreement also aims to develop the skills necessary to establish a best practice
regulatory and safety regime, ensuring Australia complies with its international
obligations under the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. The deal
marked the first time the US and UK agreed to share classified nuclear-propulsion
technology with a third party.
“This is a very important agreement for Australia’s future security,” Prime Minister
Scott Morrison said following the signing of the exchange agreement. “There are
plenty of others who don’t want to see this go ahead, I think that tells you why it’s so
important that we do.”

Upgrading Osborne
The government has pledged to develop the future submarines at Osborne Shipyard in
South Australia but, at present, the shipyard is not equipped to support the mammoth
undertaking. To correct this, the 2022-23 federal budget outlined plans to secure a
leasing agreement with Renewal SA for approximately 45 hectares of land towards the
northern end of the Osborne Naval Precinct.
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“This growth in workforce and expertise will enable us to deliver our
nuclear-powered submarines, ships, aircraft and advanced weapons”

This followed a preliminary feasibility study, which identified the need to secure
additional space for construction.
Once the lease has been signed, the Nuclear-Powered Submarine Task Force is expected
to request land testing and geotechnical surveys commissioned by Australian Naval
Infrastructure (ANI). This would involve assessing the overall feasibility of the site,
while also ensuring the assessments required under the Atomic Energy Agency Safety
Standards are completed. The leasing arrangement would represent a more than tripling
of Osborne North’s submarine construction yard, from approximately 20 hectares to
65 hectares. An initial leasing period of 12 months is expected, with additional extension
options to be explored after a transfer of ownership is negotiated.

Boosting the workforce
To operate and sustain a fleet of nuclear-powered submarines, Australia will need to
significantly expand the size of its naval shipbuilding workforce — both civilian and
military. Accordingly, the government has announced $38 billion would be invested
in expanding the Australian Defence Force by 30 per cent, increasing the number of
military personnel by 18,500 to an estimated 80,000 by 2040, or to over 100,000 when
including civilian personnel. Under the plan, the ADF would command 6,000 more troops
than the “critical minimum” recommended by Defence to provide “redundancy and
resilience” to cover casualties in the event of an armed conflict.
This is set to represent the largest ADF force since the Vietnam War. The plan will
be rolled out across all warfighting domains and all states and territories but will
particularly focus on supporting capabilities associated with the AUKUS deal.
“This growth in workforce and expertise will enable us to deliver our nuclear-powered
submarines, ships, aircraft and advanced weapons. It will mean we can build warfighting
capabilities in the domains of space, and information and cyber,” Minister Dutton said.

New subs base
Once developed, the nuclear-powered submarines will operate out of a new base along
Australia’s east coast. The government is exploring sites for the construction of a new
base, set to cost approximately $10 billion.
The new east coast base is expected to include specialised wharfs; maintenance facilities;
administrative and logistics support; personal amenities; and suitable accommodation
for submarine crews and support staff, including visitors. Brisbane, Newcastle and Port
Kembla have been shortlisted among 19 locations reviewed by the government.
The Commonwealth government is reportedly favouring development in Wollongong’s
Port Kembla, as outlined in a submission to the cabinet’s national security committee.
However, according to the PM, all three locations meet many of the criteria needed to
support Australia’s strategic objectives, including:
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Port Kembla is a key
economic asset of the
Illawarra region

 lose proximity to sufficient industrial infrastructure that could support the complex
c
demands of maintaining and preparing high-tech submarines in an efficient and
affordable manner;
 lose proximity to large population centres to attract recruits and retain the substantially
c
larger uniformed submarine workforce needed to crew and support future submarines;
r easonably approximate to primary maritime training and operational areas, to deep
water, and to weapons storage and loading facilities; and
 rovide strategic depths as far as possible for potential threats and support the mounting
p
and sustaining of operations.
Defence has commenced consultations with the NSW and Queensland governments, as
well as relevant local authorities. The new facility is set to be the first major defence
base built in Australia since the Robertson Barracks in Darwin in the 1990s. Initial
works are scheduled to be completed by the end of 2023, ahead of a final decision on the
nuclear-powered submarine options — the United States’ Virginia Class or the United
Kingdom’s Astute Class vessels.

Modifying for HMAS Stirling
The commitment to develop a new east coast base, however, does not signal a relocation
of basing arrangements from HMAS Stirling, which currently supports the deployment of
Australia’s Collins Class vessels. Rather, the Commonwealth has also pledged to upgrade
the West Australian base to ensure it is fit-for-purpose ahead of the delivery of RAN SSNs.
Additionally, upgrades to HMAS Stirling aim to ensure US and UK can remain in Australian
waters for “extended periods of time”, enabling them to “perform operations out of Australia”.
Defence has been tasked with commencing studies into the types of infrastructure and
services required in Western Australia to support the more frequent presence of SSNs from
AUKUS partners, with recommendations expected to be handed down later this year.
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HAT
IT’S WHAT
DRIVES US
Seeing the platforms that we
sustain actually out there,
providing humanitarian aid
and disaster relief, whether
that’s through the recent
bushfires of Eden or through
humanitarian aid and disaster
relief operations in the South
Pacific is thoroughly rewarding.
KELLY KAVANAGH,
SENIOR INTEGRATED LOGISTICS
SUPPORT ENGINEER

Navantia
Australia

Caption Marcel
Yazbeck, chief audit,
risk, quality assurance
and compliance officer,
Navantia Australia

INNOVATIVE ASSET
MANAGEMENT
How Navantia Australia is sustaining today’s fleet for tomorrow
By Marcel Yazbeck, chief audit, risk, quality assurance and compliance officer

A

s Australia undertakes the largest recapitalisation of its naval fleet since World
War II there is much ado about Plan Galileo, which will deliver the capability to
sustain Navy’s future fleet.

But what about the current fleet? With the rapidly changing geopolitical climate, ensuring
that Navy’s current fleet is available, ready reliable and fit for purpose so it can fight and
win at sea has never been more important. The era of reactive sustainment methods no
longer suits a modern Navy and a more proactive and innovative approach is required.
Since its establishment 10 years ago, Navantia Australia, has been an integral partner to
Navy and has been committed to growing sovereign capability in all areas, including asset
management. As Prime for the Auxiliary Oiler Replenishment (AOR) ships sustainment
program, Navantia Australia is leading the way in innovative asset management.
Together with Defence’s Capability Acquisition and Sustainment Group (CASG), forming
the AOR System Program Office (AORSPO) Enterprise, Navantia Australia became the first
SPO to achieve ISO 55001 certification for asset management systems in 2021.
Navantia Australia’s chief audit, risk, quality, assurance and compliance officer, Marcel
Yazbeck, said “the importance of this accreditation must not be under appreciated, as it
is a clear demonstration of the commitment and understanding of the organisation as a
whole to the value of asset management.
“ISO 55001 certification demonstrates the genuine focus by Navantia Australia on
continual improvement and effective integration of asset management system with
existing quality management system.
“It is an essential driver behind Navantia Australia’s focus on innovative integrated
management systems and to stay at the cutting edge of the non-traditional focus of asset
management certification.”
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Navantia
Australia

Navantia Australia’s
Matthew McConnachie,
Georgette Shearer and
Joanne Dimataga

The central focus of asset management in Navantia Australia is to the support and
lethality of Navy’s warships. As a Design Authority for more than 110,000 tonnes of
Australia’s major surface fleet, Navantia Australia has a significant role to play in
delivering effective and continuous sustainment of these vessels. In Leading the Naval
Asset Management Effort with a Framework for Fleet Life Cycle Management (2018), Toby
Lemerande wrote “Defence needs a framework that binds maritime capability to the
technical domain through business intelligence for critical naval assets”.
The sustainment and optimisation of asset management systems within Navantia
Australia are driving continual improvements in compliance. The asset management team
lead by Bernard Otegbayo, is continuing to develop and implement several innovative
strategies to optimise cost, risk and performance of Navy’s assets. The team does this by
managing resources to attain asset management objectives across the organisation and
implementing other technical asset management initiatives such as Logistics Support
Analysis Optimisation (LSAO) and Navantia’s bespoke products like the Integrated
Platform Management System (IPMS) and condition-based maintenance (CBM) tools.
The backbone of Navy’s modern Ship Information System, the IPMS is integrated with a
number of CBM tools, which Navantia Australia’s asset management team has adapted to
contribute to asset data analytics by:
Assessing ship modes and data logging to generate configurable documents/data
associated with equipment operation and maintenance;
Providing data to shore-based teams for diagnostics and future maintenance; and
Assisting in the operations of CBM.
Navantia Australia offers several condition-based maintenance tools on the Royal
Australian Navy’s Navantia designed fleet. The CBM combines a continuous monitoring
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“ISO 55001 certification demonstrates the genuine focus by Navantia
Australia on continual improvement and effective integration of asset
management system with existing quality management system”

system for parameters such as vibration detection through remote sensors along with
offline monitoring of parameters such as oil, thermography, and phase current data
collection. Both online and offline data are collected on the IPMS database, which looks at
all the measured parameters together to advise on the health of the monitored systems.
Navantia Australia’s asset management team plays a crucial role in the implementation
and management of its CBM tools. In addition to the initial development of this new
approach to managing our assets, the team is now responsible for analysing the data
collected from CBM activities on Navantia built vessels feeding into its Data Collection
Analysis and Corrective Action System (DCACAS). Logistics Support Analysis Optimisation
(LSAO) has been a core functional requirement of our asset management from the
beginning to meet contractual requirements of the Commonwealth of Australia. Logistics
Support Analysis, also known as Supportability Analysis, is a structured method of
analysing the support system of an asset with the aim to identify features that could
reduce risk to the system and therefore optimise lifecycle cost/value. Navantia Australia’s
LSAO activities are managed through a well-documented project schedule developed by
the asset management team.

Key objectives of the LSAO are to:
Review and establish a baseline database for the system received from the acquisition
phase;
Perform workshop/desktop Reliability Centered Maintenance and Logistics Support
Analysis on the system and identify required changes; and
Develop Integrated Logistic Support (ILS) artefacts such as critical spares, preventative
maintenance and corrective maintenance and recommend changes in the operation and
maintenance processes.
These objectives have been achieved for a number of critical systems, resulting in an
effective maintenance strategy that reduces risks to tolerable levels, meets compliance and
regulatory requirements and utilises the most effective tools and technique to perform the
job. Benefits that have been realised through the efforts of asset management are:
An optimised maintenance strategy for the equipment lifecycle;
A systematic review of the safety and environmental implication of failures; and
The structured approach to review the hidden failure leading to reduced probability of
multiple failure.
Asset management is a core service embedded as a strategic partner across Navantia
Australia’s entire organisation enabling it to be integrated with systems engineering,
Integrated Logistics Support (ILS), data analysis, governance and compliance, and Through
Life Support (TLSF).
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BUILDING A WORLD-CLASS

DEFENCE
INNOVATION
FACILITY

Sharon Wilson, business development and continuous naval
shipbuilding director at BAE Systems Maritime and Professor
John Spoehr, Flinders University’s pro-vice chancellor of
research impact, joined Liam Garman to discuss how industry
has partnered with academia to develop cutting-edge defence
capabilities at the Tonsley Innovation District
Q&A with Sharon Wilson and Professor John Spoehr

Defence Connect: In 2021, Flinders University and BAE Systems Australia announced that
they would fast track the Line Zero - Factory of the Future ‘manufacturing accelerator’
initiative. What initial successes have you seen from this program?
Sharon Wilson: We’ve observed success in three key areas. One is around SME
engagement, and how we can share Industry 4.0 with upcoming defence businesses. Many
SMEs don’t have sufficient capital to invest in expensive gadgets, so Line Zero gives them
the opportunity to access ground-breaking technology without having to direct their R&D
budget into technology trials. Flinders University has also been crucial in supporting SMEs
by providing information and research on how to continuously enhance their business
processes by fully utilising the technologies available through Line Zero.
The second area where we have observed success is by exposing SME products to a wider
audience. This is particularly evident when we conduct our innovation challenges, where
SMEs put forward their capabilities and we trial them to prove that they work.
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Roisin Soulsby
(Sheeny) and
Tamrqa Chapman

Tonsley
Innovation
District

One example is a company called My Modular which invented a low voltage lighting system
with huge potential for BAE Systems’ shipyards; even our managing director in the UK saw
the product and identified it as an important capability for the BAE Systems’ UK shipyards.
The third area of success is building a stronger technology pipeline. Many of our experts
with years of experience in submarines and shipbuilding identify useful technologies
at the Innovation District which have been developed through collaboration between
academia and industry. The Factory of the Future has given businesses the tools to
continuously improve their technology.

John Spoehr: Another one of the key benefits of the Factory of the Future is that
start-ups associated with the university are given the opportunity to showcase their
technologies. One good example is Voxon Photonic’s holographic projection technologies.
That company, by virtue of BAE Systems’ presence, has benefited from broad exposure –
with interest from BAE Systems’ UK business. It’s a fertile environment for start-ups to
get involved in the defence supply chain!

DC: A lot of Australian SMEs have lined up to take part in the Factory of the Future
project. How has this initiative supported the expansion of their Industry 4.0 capabilities?
SW: We have lots of small companies which get blindsided by Industry 4.0 as they
struggle to see how it applies to them or even how they’d access it. Simply - we’re
attempting to put multiple technologies and get multiple defence companies into the
one area. So far we’ve had KTIG and AML 3D who have agreed to set up R&D offices at
Line Zero. If you’re an SME that doesn’t know what their capabilities are, or how things
like 3D printing can help your business, all you have to do is knock on the front door.
The key to success at Line Zero is sharing tips and tricks.

JS: The secret sauce in the Industry 4.0 agenda is creating an environment where you
can de-risk the application of digital and advanced manufacturing technologies for the
SMEs and for the primes. And we do this by making research and development accessible
to SMEs. Typically, SMEs don’t have the spare capital to invest much in R&D but in an
environment like Line Zero we can make that possible through joint projects with BAE as
well as through the state and federal governments. Line Zero provides tangible evidence
that products work, giving enterprises a headstart into the defence supply chain.

DC: Already, we’ve heard two examples where Line Zero has potentially facilitated
international growth for Australian SMEs. Do we expect more on the horizon?
SW: Absolutely! Line Zero gives us the opportunity to showcase both an SME’s product
and the results. Yet another example of this success is the paint blast trials by Burwell
Technologies last year which was developed by UNSW and then later commercialised.
We’ve been trialling these types of innovations and inviting businesses to come and
witness whether they can use it in their day-to-day processes. The UK likewise has
shown considerable interest in this product as it reduces employee risk. The benefit
lies beyond just exposing the product, but also proving the technology, thus providing
confidence to overseas providers that the technology actually works.
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Roisin Soulsby (Sheeny)
experimenting with
the motion tracking
measurement system

JS: One of the ways we can facilitate international growth is through collaboration with UK
catapult centres, particularly the Advanced Forming Research Centre in Glasgow which has
a close relationship with BAE Systems and the Advanced Manufacturing Research Centre
in Sheffield. These are both really mature versions of what we’re establishing here – large
scale testing and trialling facilities. By working with them, we’re not only supporting our
growth but also supporting companies to collaborate with businesses in the UK.

DC: The BAESMA-led Hunter Class frigate program has drawn extensively from Flinders’
Diploma of Digital Technologies. How are these initiatives – and collaboration between
BAESMA and Flinders – building a more skilled workforce in the shipbuilding industry?
SW: One of the key benefits of the Diploma is that it’s not ageist. We started off with
52 or 51 students from a variety of ages, tech savviness and qualifications backgrounds.
We have examples of people who had never used computers before who have been
outstanding in the online course. We’ve now got 180 people in the course – not all
from BAE Systems – some come from other primes and some come from SMEs. As a
business, you build your capability from your employee pipelines. While you can do this
by encouraging a career in defence industry within schools, you can also retain expert
knowledge by retraining older staff and all ages in between!
DC: We’ve seen a lot of coverage surrounding digital shipbuilding at Line Zero. How are
these initiatives revolutionising Australia’s shipbuilding industry?
SW: Digital shipbuilding is a system that oversees a ship all the way from the design and
the manufacturing phases through to sustainment by creating a digital twin of the ship.
When a ship sources parts from the supply chain the digital twin will be able to identify
where the part was sourced, what the metal is, and understand the entire history of
that piece of equipment. It can tell you where a piece was fitted, who fitted it and when
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Dog (Harrison
Vince controlling)

they fitted it. This enables a military commander or project manager to look at the ship’s
digital twin on a tablet and immediately identify procurement priorities.

JS: Further to Sharon’s point, it also enhances ship maintenance both on land and at sea with
enhanced digital records. It ties in neatly with advanced manufacturing, identifying parts
of the ship which could even be 3D printed and replaced at sea. This represents a shift from
the analogue legacy of shipbuilding to the full power of digital systems and automation.

SW: One of the most exciting things is using technology to improve safety by creating a
safety technology roadmap. The digital twin of the ship production allows us to look at
projects differently, giving us the opportunity to improve safety by identifying new and
improved management processes. The new lighting system developed by MyModular is
evidence of this, our safety technology roadmap has already identified improvements in
protocols to overcome temperature gaps, smoke detection and x-ray risks. Feeding all of
this data into the digital shipyard informs project managers that they should rotate out
workers due to temperature or give them rests until it cools down.

JS: These safety improvements have also seen greater uptake in automation such as the
new quadrupedal robots like Spot the Dog which we are placing in hazardous places –
where humans cannot go – to undertake remote inspections. This leads to greater overall
safety and a more robust product.

DC: So, what’s next for Line Zero?
JS: We have some good news! The South Australian government has committed $4
million to a manufacturing growth accelerator, which is going to enable us to get more
SMEs involved. We are also building a permanent facility here at the Innovation District,
that will bring all the lessons that we’ve learned from the pilot facility. It is expected that
next year we will have a brand-new facility on site which will enable us to involve up to
100 companies a year in various projects and position South Australia at the vanguard of
i4.0 advanced manufacturing innovation.
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Keeping the Promise.
Since 1923, Legacy has provided caring and compassionate support for the
families of Australian Defence Force men and women who have lost their life
or given their health.

legacy.com.au

Solomon
Islands

ARMING
OUR ALLIES

The recent signing of a security pact between the Solomon
Islands and China, has raised concerns from leaders in the
Pacific region, despite assurances from Beijing asserting that
there are no ‘military undertones’ in the security deal, maintaining
China’s claim that the aim of the security co-operation with the
Solomon Islands is to ‘protect people’s lives and property’
By Nastasha Tupas

W

hile details of the security pact haven’t been disclosed, Solomon Islands Prime
Minister Manasseh Sogavare has ruled out a Chinese military base, asserting
that the security agreement covers policing because an agreement with
traditional partner Australia was “inadequate.” Echoing the sentiment, Solomon Islands
High Commissioner to Australia Robert Sisilo told ABC Radio that the move was to seek
more co-operation with China without intending to break away from Australia.
Less than a month since the signing, the Aviation Industry Corporation of China (AVIC), a
state-owned aerospace and defence corporation has begun work upgrading almost three
dozen airstrips in Solomon Islands as part of an ambitious plan to transform the Pacific
Islands country into an “aeronautical hub” for the region.
As outlined in the 2017 Foreign Policy White Paper, ‘in a complex and uncertain
environment, we will need to work harder to maximise our international influence
and secure our interests.’ With the evolving geopolitical climate in the region, further
bolstering on half a century of sustained engagement, and responding to the region’s
priorities has presented to be an even higher-level priority.
After the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM) received the first of two Guardian Class
patrol boats through the Pacific Maritime Security Program in March this year, President
David Panuelo affirmed ‘the nation’s commitment to our partnership with Australia and
solicit Australia’s continued efforts to promote Indo-Pacific peace, stability, and security.’
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The ADF has deployed two C-27J Spartan
aircrafts to the Solomon Islands as part of
Operation LILIA in order to assist in urgent
distribution of medical and food supplies to
the outer islands after a recent COVID-19
breakout. Photographer: CPL Jarrod McAneney

Solomon
Islands

On 14 February 2022, Australian Army
officer Captain Tahnee Farleight-Hall
(right) hands critial humanitarian aid
supplies to cargo officer Mr Collin Tog
at Honiara airport, Solomon Islands.
Photographer: CPL Jarrod McAneney

“You have our government’s guarantee that we will use this sovereign asset of our
nation to navigate our way towards a more peaceful and secure Pacific,” President
Panuelo said at the handover held in Henderson, WA.
The Commonwealth government’s investment in the PMSP and continued work with
its Pacific partners in supporting regional surveillance capability are key to shaping
Australia’s strategic environment and the implications of the challenges that have
emerged in the Indo-Pacific.
Australia’s enduring security co-operation with Pacific countries covers a broad scope
including defence, law enforcement, transnational crime, climate and disaster resilience,
border management and human security.
The PMSP is a comprehensive package of capability, infrastructure, sustainment,
training and co-ordination designed to increase regional maritime security for Pacific
Island nations and Timor-Leste. The Pacific Maritime Security Program builds on the
success of the original Pacific Patrol Boat Program and will see an uninterrupted 60year commitment of deeper-level engagement in the Pacific.
The PMSP is a commitment of $2 billion over 30 years and consists of three components:
new Guardian Class Patrol Boats;
region-wide integrated aerial surveillance; and
enhancements to regional co-ordination.
Under the program, Australia is delivering 21 Guardian Class Patrol Boats to 12 Pacific
Island nations and Timor-Leste between 2018 and 2023. To date, Australia has delivered
six vessels to PNG, Tuvalu, Tonga, Samoa, Solomon Islands and Fiji.
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“You have our government’s guarantee that we will use this sovereign
asset of our nation to navigate our way towards a more peaceful and
secure Pacific”

The program’s aerial surveillance component supports targeted, intelligence-driven
maritime patrols and will assist in enhancing regional maritime security. The program
will also support improved interoperability between Pacific Island nations in addressing
maritime security challenges. As Western allies closely watch Beijing’s moves in the
Solomon Islands, Sisilo asserts that China’s police presence under the new security pact
will not use techniques seen in Hong Kong. However, according to Mihai Sora, project
director, Aus-PNG Network at the Lowy Institute, China’s inroads could undermine
collective security efforts agreed to under the 2018 Boe Declaration.
“Whether or not China will ultimately be able to establish a permanent military base in
Solomon Islands is not yet certain – if anything, this is the first step of many towards
such a goal.”
Sora references recent reports in a Solomon Islands newspaper of a cache of Chinese
replica assault rifles smuggled into the country on a logging ship, prompting speculation
over a pre-existing military agreement.
“Signing up to a security agreement with China that could trigger perceptions of
infringements on Solomon Islands’ sovereignty would contribute to internal instability at
a time when the issues behind last year’s riots are not yet settled,” Sora continues.
An over-accommodating agreement with China, Sora adds, would be politically damaging
for Prime Minister Sogavare, who would “expose himself to accusations of elite capture”.
To counter such criticisms, Sogavare has sought to emphasise the economic benefits of
closer Chinese ties, considering the growing trade relationship and Beijing’s support of
several key infrastructure projects across the country
Ultimately, Sora claims this latest security draft agreement is further evidence of a
rapidly changing regional order.
“Australia cannot, and does not, expect to be the only security partner for Pacific
countries. But an increased security presence of a country like China in the Pacific further
escalates the geopolitical competition in the region,” he adds. “The potentially zero-sum
nature of great power rivalry in the Pacific does not sufficiently address the prosperity
needs of individual Pacific countries and can undermine their security and stability,
particularly those with a recent history of internal conflict such as Solomon Islands.”
According to Sora, Australia needs to be “realistic” about China’s increased security
presence in the Pacific.
“The challenge for policymakers in Canberra will be how to respond to an increasingly
crowded Pacific without escalating geopolitical tensions in the region,” he writes.
“Australia should continue to focus on providing security support that protects Pacific
countries’ sovereignty, is transparent, and delivers on the human security priorities
Pacific countries have identified for themselves,” Sora concluded.
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Children in Honiara, Solomon
Islands. Photographer: CPL
Jarrod McAneney

As the Solomon Islands and China embark on their new security partnership, Defence
will be maintaining a near-continuous Australian Defence Force (ADF) presence in the
South West Pacific. The types of capabilities deployed in support of this presence change
according to the needs of our Pacific partners. ADF activities can involve Navy’s survey
ships, patrol boats and large-hulled vessels such as Canberra Class Landing Helicopter
Dock; Air Force aircraft; and Army personnel.
Since 2001, Australia has provided financial, technical and legal support to Pacific
Island states to establish their maritime zones, negotiate shared boundaries and submit
extended continental shelf claims. With Australian support, eight Pacific countries
were able to establish their maritime zone limits in national legislation, 10 countries
submitted extended continental shelf claims, and nine countries were able to negotiate
or amend 15 shared boundary treaties.
Defence has stepped up its support for regional countries to conduct co-operation patrols
and has enhanced the capability of regional maritime co-ordination centres through new
equipment. In addition to the boost in support under the PMSP, the second component
of the PMSP saw the enhanced capacity of the Pacific Island neighbours to locate and
stop illegal activity within their Exclusive Economic Zones and adjacent high seas with
region-wide civilian contracted aerial surveillance. Implemented in 2017, the contracted
fixed wing capability is supporting targeted, intelligence-driven maritime patrols.
The PMSP has considerable value for Australia and the Pacific region. The
Commonwealth government’s 30-year investment and commitment to supporting its
Pacific neighbours is integral to a stable and resilient security environment, following
the key challenges that have emerged in the Indo-Pacific.
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Protected. Connected. Trusted.
The Communications Systems
Integrator of choice for Navy.

Rohde & Schwarz
Australia

A HISTORY OF
INVESTMENT IN
AUSTRALIA

The selection of Rohde & Schwarz Australia as Communications
Systems Integrator (CSI) in the early phase of the Hunter Class
Frigate Program is the culmination of many years of investment
in local capability, writes managing director Gareth Evans
By Gareth Evans, Rohde & Schwarz Australia

I

t’s an exciting time for Rohde & Schwarz Australia, for not only are we celebrating our
40 years since being incorporated Down Under, but just recently we announced our
selection as the CSI to design and manufacture an integrated communications system
(ICS) for the Royal Australian Navy (RAN) Hunter Class Frigate Program (HCFP).
Forty years ago, Rohde & Schwarz took the decision to incorporate R&S Australia in order
to meet the specific, sensitive requirements of the Australian Army for a range of signal
generators. Back then we saw the need and the value of investing in the local capability
and that has really been our story ever since.
Over 30 years ago we took the decision to invest in NATA-accredited laboratories which
supported the localisation of the calibration and repair of all the equipment we supplied
across the various industries in both Australia and New Zealand. This capability has
now evolved to the point where we now service and repair almost 90 per cent of all the
technology and systems we provide to our customers in Oceania.
Sixteen years ago, we invested in a local systems engineering, design and development
capability because we wanted to have that intimacy during the design and development of
complex communications systems.
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Rohde & Schwarz Systems
Engineer Ivan Lo looks at the
first-of-class Evolved Cape
Class Patrol Boat ADV Cape
Otway. Credit R&S Australia

Rohde & Schwarz
Australia

The ICS for the Hunterclass will be based on
Rohde & Schwarz’s NAVICS
already integrated into
the UK’s Type 26 frigates.
Credit: Rohde & Schwarz

And 10 years ago, we invested in our systems integration and environmental test
laboratories in Sydney – this has continued now with our recent opening of a new
facility in Brisbane which will complement Sydney in the verification and validation of
our complex communications systems.
It’s really important that we invest in these skills locally, and develop close
relationships with academia and also a pipeline of extremely competent talent into the
very specialist domain of RF and communications in which we operate.
We’ve worked hard to develop our relationship with Navy over many years. Securing
Hunter is the most recent example of that but you also have to look at our achievement
on the Evolved Cape Class Patrol Boat (ECCPB) program, where we successfully
integrated the ICS for the first-of-class just 18 months after contract award. Then,
there’s our pedigree in supplying the external communications solution on the guided
missile destroyers and an integrated communications system for HMAS Choules.
On Hunter, under the initial scope of the early engineering contract, R&S Australia will
provide in-country program management, systems engineering, integration, installation
and verification services for the acquisition and introduction into service of the ICS.
We’re leveraging the experience we gained from the integration of our Naval Integrated
Communications System (NAVICS) into the Type 26 frigate now being delivered into
service with the Royal Navy, as well as the work we’re doing on the ECCPBs for the RAN.
Our selection as CSI in this early phase of the Hunter program is a clear validation of the
Commonwealth’s and BAE Systems Maritime Australia’s intent to create opportunities
for local industry participation.
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Rohde & Schwarz
Systems Enginner Lochlan
Gilling tests a NAVICS
console in an ECCPB aft
steering section. Credit:
Rohde & Schwarz

“Sixteen years ago, we invested in a local systems engineering, design
and development capability because we wanted to have that intimacy
during the design and development of complex communications systems”

We’ll be seeking to maximise opportunities for competitive Australian industry to
assist in the manufacture, integration, testing and commissioning of the ICS. We have
also secured from STS Defence Ltd. in the UK the technology transfer and licence to
manufacture the Configurable Communication Masts, or pole masts, for the Hunter
Class. This allows us to deliver on our Australian Industry Content commitments to
both BAESA and the Commonwealth, grow the local manufacturing capability and
enable a more efficient and reliable delivery and local sustainment arrangement.
Hunter then, is really a continuation of that investment in local capability we
started 40 years ago. We’re really looking forward to working with BAESA and the
Commonwealth to deliver this vital capability for the defence of Australia.

Gareth Evans
managing director,
Rohde & Schwarz Australia
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Nova Systems

A TRUSTED
PARTNER
TO THE ADF
There are few complex major projects of national
safety and security that Nova Systems hasn’t been
involved in over the past 20 years
By Ben Sanders, general manager maritime and land, Nova Systems

T

he organisation’s plan and ambition is to be involved with all major complex
maritime projects for the next two decades and beyond. The Australian
government has made a clear commitment to strengthen the Australian Defence
Force (ADF) maritime capabilities by building a strong, sustainable, and innovative
Australian naval shipbuilding industry. It’s imperative to leverage a trusted, experienced
and sovereign partner to support sustainment and delivery of leading-edge capability.
Nova Systems is a leading engineering services and technology solutions provider.
As a 100 per cent Australian-owned and controlled mid-tier entity of scale, Nova Systems
has a local workforce of 850 people and 350 local supply chain partners. More than 90 per
cent of those partners are almost wholly Australian-owned and controlled.
Nova Systems pedigree is – and continues to be – in Test and Evaluation, and
Certification and Systems Assurance. Initially starting in aviation more than 20 years ago,
the company has diversified into other defence domains including land, sea, air, cyber
and space domains. Our partnership in the maritime domain with the ADF began when
the Air Warfare Destroyer (AWD) program was first launched in Australia, with the first
Hobart Class vessel, HMAS Hobart, in 2007.

Successfully supporting the AWD Alliance (ASC, Raytheon and the Commonwealth Project
Office) on the AWD project led to working on some of the nation’s most complex maritime
programs. These include the Canberra Class landing helicopter dock, the Offshore Patrol
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The Polar Class sustainment
vessel, HMNZS Aotearoa, with
an ice strengthened hull
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Nova Systems
HMAS Sydney at sea –
Nova Systems supported
the initial sea trials for
all three Hobart Class,
Air Warfare Destroyers.
Image credit: Defence

Vessels, the Anzac Class frigates upgrades and contributing to the development of the
Hunter Class frigates.
“Importantly, expertise gained in this highly complicated and successful project has
remained in Australia,” Ben Sanders, Nova Systems general manager maritime, land
and future systems, explains. “As the company has grown and scaled, we’ve been able
to successfully adapt and work across all domains, reducing risk for our clients – both
government and industry.
“We can support the full capability lifecycle of acquisition and sustainment of defence
maritime materiel, building assurance that the ADF has the best possible capability.”
Nova Systems has been working on the Australian government’s $4.7 billion Offshore
Patrol Vessels (OPV) project since 2014, bringing its strong Test and Evaluation,
engineering management and project management pedigree to the program. The team
is also providing system engineering, project management and scheduling to the Life of
Type Extension (LOTE) of the Collins Class submarines as well as supporting LOTE via
the Major Service Provider model within Team Nova, providing an enduring submarine
technical capability. It is anticipated that this same team will also support the future
nuclear submarine capability once the program is established.
Nova Systems is also involved in the multi-phase SEA 1442 project to deliver
modernised and integrated maritime communications to selected Royal Australian
Navy (RAN) platforms including the Anzac Class frigates. This project involves applying
specialist knowledge and previous RAN experience to manage the interface between
the Capability Acquisition and Sustainment Group (CASG) and the RAN through design
reviews into platform installations, testing, and acceptance.
“Nova Systems has developed long standing relationships with the RAN and the broader
ADF, including the maritime and naval shipbuilding domains in particular, across a
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The 400 ton ship lift at
Norship, supporting
an Armidale Class Patrol
boat. Image credit:
Norship Marine

range of programs to support the sustainment of the existing RAN and delivery of next
generation capabilities,” Sanders says. “Of our local workforce of 850+ people based
around Australia, close to 50 per cent are veterans, which brings a unique perspective
and skillset to vital work for the ADF.
“Our deep understanding of defence requirements and what is important to the end
user means Nova Systems can help these programs achieve their goals and deliver an
effective capability to defence,” Sanders explains.

Team NORSTA
Earlier this year Team NORSTA - the 100 per cent Australian-owned and controlled
joint venture team of Norship and Tropical Reef Shipyard, supported by Nova Systems
and Secora - was announced as the new Regional Maintenance Provider - North East.
NORSTA has been tasked with managing the maintenance of RAN vessels, including
the Evolved Cape Class and OPVs.
“Nova Systems was instrumental in shaping the innovative engineering and
maintenance solution based in Cairns, which will be a test site for further
agreements,” Sanders says.
NORSTA has the capability to service Australian and foreign ships in Cairns in the first
agreement of its kind. It has also created a new growth sector for Nova Systems as
the company’s maritime expertise develops into sustainment. There are also exciting
opportunities on the horizon with the recent announcement of the Sovereign Missile
Alliance (SMA), a joint venture between Nova Systems and EOS, as an enterprise
partner in the $1 billion Sovereign Guided Weapons Enterprise.
The SMA will support the Department of Defence to mobilise Australia’s industrial base
to enable the Sovereign Guided Weapons and Explosive Ordnance (GWEO) Enterprise.
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Submarine
debate

Independent Senator for South Australia Rex Patrick

SUBMARINES WERE A

‘POLITICAL
ANNOUNCEMENT’

Independent Senator for South Australia Rex Patrick joined the team at
Defence Connect to assess the government and opposition’s national
security policies ahead of the upcoming federal election

J

oining editor Liam Garman on the Defence Connect podcast, Senator Patrick
weighed in on the latest developments in Australia’s national security policy
ahead of a hotly contested federal election in late May.

On the cards were the recent catalogue of government announcements, including the
latest changes to Australia’s submarine procurement program, the expansion of the
Australian Defence Force and plans to build a more resilient sovereign supply chain.
Throughout the podcast, Senator Patrick referred not only to his time as a Senator
in Canberra but also his long history working for the Royal Australian Navy and in
defence industry to make sense of the government and opposition’s plans for the
industry. In fact, the Senator suggested that last year’s AUKUS nuclear-powered
submarine policy was a “political announcement”.
“It was a big problem for the Prime Minister, and what he did in September - he
made an announcement about a new plan whilst he buried the $2.4 billion that had
been spent on the Attack Class program,” Senator Patrick suggested.
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As part of the Australian Defence
Force Parliamentary Program 2021,
Senator Rex Patrick, Senator for
South Australia, visited RAAF Base
Edinburgh, RAAF Base Woomera
and Woomera Test Range.
Photographer: LAC Sam Price
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Submarine
debate

“And he did what a clever politician, not necessarily how I would play it, but what a
clever politician would do. And that is kick the problem until after the election. And
that’s exactly what’s happened.”
Despite support from Australia’s partners in the United States and the United
Kingdom for nuclear technology sharing arrangements under the trilateral security
partnership, the Senator questioned whether an incoming Labor government would
have the political appetite to continue the program.
“It’s not guaranteed, but it’s likely that there will be a new government on the other
side of the election. And it’s not certain that they will take the ball and run with the
nuclear option,” Senator Patrick continued. “There’s a lot of issues that haven’t been
thought through. And some of those relate to just the population’s view about having
nuclear reactors around, having nuclear reactors on hard stands in Adelaide.
“So there’s no guarantees that the Labor Party will be able to safely navigate this
issue once the election has gone by.”
The pair continued discussing the federal government’s plans for a 30 per cent
increase in the number of ADF personnel by 2040.
In early March, the Prime Minister revealed that that the ADF is scheduled to grow to
almost 80,000 members by 2040 – with the entire defence workforce to top 100,000
in the same year – some 18,500 above the 2020 Force Structure Plan’s baseline.
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“This time the Australian government is struggling to make up lost
diplomatic ground after our intelligence agencies failed to detect
negotiations between China and the Solomon Islands for an agreement
involving ship visits, logistical replenishment and other related activities”

Senator Patrick, however, questioned whether the announcement was really new
information. Rather, that the Royal Australian Navy had already earmarked such
growth as necessary requirements to accurately staff new naval capabilities
coming online.
“No, it’s absolutely not a new thing. The Navy knew that it needed an increase in
personnel in order to man the current ships that were on the books for delivery,”
Senator Patrick noted. To the Senator, making such announcements do not help defence
and the defence industry accurately assess the future of Australian defence.
“I think we just need to bring honesty back to the conversation. Talk about what
our defence needs are. Those sorts of announcements about the Navy’s increase in
manpower ought to have been simply lay announcements made during the course of
any given year so that people understood what was going on, so that the industry
understood what was going on.
“Well, these announcements particularly for South Australia mean very little, because
they are so far often into the distance.”
Over recent years, Senator Patrick positioned himself as an outspoken character
on defence and national security issues in Canberra. He maintains that being an
Independent gives him the flexibility to challenge policy positions across the spectrum.
In mid-April, the Senator questioned Australia’s diplomatic and intelligence agencies
for the “failure” of the recent Solomon Islands-China security agreement, which paves
way for the potential deployment of Chinese armed police and military personnel to
the Islands.
“Whatever way you look at it, the failure of Australia’s diplomats and spies to anticipate
and detect China’s deal with the Solomon Islands is Australia’s worse intelligence
failure in the Pacific region since the Sandline crisis in Papua New Guinea in 1998,” the
Independent Senator said in a recent release.
“This time the Australian government is struggling to make up lost diplomatic ground
after our intelligence agencies failed to detect negotiations between China and the
Solomon Islands for an agreement involving ship visits, logistical replenishment and
other related activities.
“It remains to be seen whether China will secure a military foothold across Australia’s
lines of communication in the Pacific.”
While the Prime Minister of the Solomon Islands has rejected claims that the security
agreement could lead to regional insecurity, analysts have raised the alarm that Chinese
maritime assets could use the Islands as a staging point on Australia’s doorstep.
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United States Navy Submarine USS Santa Fe
transits in formation on the surface with Royal
Australian Navy Collins Class Submarines HMAS
Collins, HMAS Farncomb, HMAS Dechaineux and
HMAS Sheean in the West Australian Exercise
Area. Photographer: LEUT Chris Prescott

By Christopher Skinner, Captain of the Royal Australian Navy (ret’d)

SUBMARINE
BASING ON THE
EAST
COAST
ISSUES FOR EARLY DISCUSSION
Navy veteran and defence industry analyst Christopher Skinner
unpacks the Commonwealth government’s recent decision to
develop a new naval base along Australia’s east coast to support
the RAN’s future nuclear-powered submarines

T

he recent announcement of Australia’s need for an east coast submarine base was
intended to continue the interest in the subject of nuclear submarine acquisition
begun so unexpectedly by the AUKUS agreement announced last September. The
reality is the arguments for an east coast submarine base have been raised many times
since the 2009 Defence White Paper called for the doubling of Australia’s submarine
force from six to 12 boats. This was the basis for the Attack Class Future Submarine
Program SEA 1000, begun in 2016 and abruptly terminated upon the AUKUS commitment.

What is the need for an east coast base?
Fundamentally the deployment of submarines comprises transit to and from the
operating area and time-on-task within that area conducting the assigned mission, be
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that intelligence gathering, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR), interdiction of maritime
traffic, insertion and recovery of special forces, or land strike with suitable weapons.
The big issue is the proportion of the deployment spent in transit, during which time the
submarine must navigate safely, avoid detection by unfriendly forces and keep informed of
the maritime environment in which it is currently and will be operating.
An east coast base will therefore save transit time if the operating area is within major
areas of the Pacific and Southern Oceans and archipelagic island nations therein. There are
other secondary reasons for the corporate structure and culture of the submarine enterprise.
Having all current operational assets in WA and deep maintenance in SA means that
submariners from the more populous eastern states tend to treat submarine postings as
remote with limited assisted travel back and forth for extended family and other reasons.
Submariners are a very committed group and very professional so they don’t make a big
fuss about this aspect of their careers but having a second base on the east coast would
provide a much more attractive career prospect and with co-operation from RAAF and
airlines, flexible travel for submariners and their families would be very well appreciated.
The more serious recent development in this equation is the inexorable presence of China
and the PLAN in the south-west Pacific and Antarctic areas and that means we cannot focus
solely on the South China Sea or Persian Gulf.

Nuclear submarine basing
Finally, the arguments for the east coast submarine base applied fully for an expanded
12-boat submarine force. They apply even more so for a nuclear submarine force of at least
eight boats because of the sensitivity in the Australian community for anything nuclear.
Fleet Base West (FBW) at HMAS Stirling on Garden Island, south of Fremantle, was designed
from day one to be suitable for berthing and future basing of nuclear-powered submarines.
So, the periodic visits there, such the most recent by HMS Astute, are no big deal.
All of the regulations for nuclear-powered warship visits are very precisely stipulated by
the Australian Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Agency (ARPANSA) on their publicly
accessible website.
Basically, the ARPANSA rules assume that an accident involving radioactive material would
be contained within the reactor containment vessel and then by the submarine pressure
hull. This principle of multiple containment is fundamental to dealing with accidents of
hazardous materials and should always be mandated for any such activities.
For basing of Australia’s nuclear submarines, the ARPANSA rules for ship visits would be the
very minimum above which further constraints and safety and security provisions would be
applied for specific evolutions such as repairs to reactor cooling systems.
They would also have applied to reactor refuelling, however by virtue of choosing through
AUKUS to follow UK and US practice the need for in-service refuelling is avoided by
employment of Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU) reactor fuel. HEU does bring some other
concerns regarding the detailed and externally accountable management of nuclear
materials over their full lifecycle, but that requirement already existed with the Lucas
Heights reactors of the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO).
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HMAS Collins prepares to berth
at Fleet Base West. Photographer:
Petty Officer Damian Pawlenko

Specific issues for the east coast submarine base
To start, the whole process of consideration of the east coast base for nuclear submarines,
at the very least the ARPANSA rules should apply. They should also apply to Osborne North
site in South Australia to accord with the announcement that the nuclear submarines will be
built there, even though we all know that means final assembly and delivery.
The most obvious rule to be applied is the geographical area affected by the berthing of
a nuclear-powered warship and that boils down to a radius within which there may be a
requirement for evacuation should an incident occur. The rules are contained in a traditional
manual entitled OPSMAN1 currently standing at Edition 10 and available on the ARPANSA
site. There are several already approved berths (including Brisbane) which each have an
alternative remote berth to which a vessel experiencing an accident would be towed.
The specific rules are in the companion document, The 2000 Reference Accident Used to
Assess the Suitability of Australian Ports for Visits by Nuclear Powered Warships, which
among other requirements specifies a Zone 1 of 600 metres radius in all directions and a
Zone 2 of 1.4 kilometres in a 30-degree arc centred on the downwind direction and requiring
evacuation in the event of an accident. Looking at Google Maps for Port Kembla and
Newcastle suggests they might well qualify. Brisbane already does so at a nominated berth,
but that is a far cry from a fully functioning submarine base.
Christopher Skinner served 30 years in the Australian Navy as a weapons and electrical engineer officer
in six surface warships. His interest in nuclear power for submarines is more recent and is reflected in his
membership of the Engineers Australia, Sydney Division Nuclear Engineering Panel, the Australian Nuclear
Association and the American Nuclear Society. He is also associated with several other organisations
and institutes engaged in geopolitics, technology and submarine matters. The views expressed above are
entirely those of the author and are not endorsed by any of the organisations of which he is a member.
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Hunter Class

RECOMMENDATIONS
‘CLOSED’
ADDRESSING HUNTER CLASS CONCERNS
Leaks from a classified ‘Engineering Team Assessment’ of the
$45 billion Hunter Class frigate program raised concerns over the
viability of the project earlier in the year, prompting the Minister for
Defence Peter Dutton to claim that the report was “exaggerated”.
BAE Systems Australia responds to the media spectacle
By Liam Garman, editor

O

n 1 February 2022, leaked findings from a classified ‘Engineering Team Assessment’
on the Hunter Class frigate program were leaked to The Australian, raising concerns
over a series of matters aboard the Hunter Class frigate project. The 36-page report,
presented to the Department of Defence, detailed that the frigates would operate at shorter
distances and be “substantially” slower than initially anticipated. The engineers warned
that in a warfighting environment, it could leave the ships at greater risk of detectability.
Worries also included accusations that the design was “immature”, while raising concerns over
engineering practices and fears that sailors could become trapped below deck. Speaking to
Defence Connect, Craig Lockhart, managing director, BAE Systems Maritime Australia, outlined
that the Engineering Team Assessment was a “standard process” ahead of the company’s
System Definition Review (SDR) to identify areas for improvement, and that the prime had
already begun addressing all minor and major recommendations outlined in the report.
“This report was a way for the CoA to identify the key risks going into SDR that will
require focus during and post review. This is standard process and part of the critical feeder
reviews. SDR has completed a year-long process, validated by independent chairpersons
culminating in a pass,” Lockhart told Defence Connect editor Liam Garman. “A balanced
design has been achieved to conclude that the functional baseline and the Mission Systems
Specifications can now be accepted.
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An artist’s impression of the BAE Systems
SEA 5000 Future Frigate, Global Combal
Ship - Australia. Image credit: BAE Systems

Hunter Class

Apprentices are (from L) Oscar,
John, James, Josh – and the
Welding Instructor is John Watson.
Credit: BAE Systems Australia

“All 11 major and 37 minor recommendations have now been closed; the project remains
on track to deliver PDR in June ’23.”
The managing director’s rebuff was echoed by top levels of government.
From the outset, Minister for Defence Peter Dutton downplayed the weight of the
assessment, describing it as a “low-level report” which had been “exaggerated”.
“…Unfortunately, the most important part has been left out, and that is that, yes, concerns
are raised, but they are being addressed,” the Minister for Defence told Sky News.
“When you look at the complexity of these programs — I mean trying to build frigates
or submarines or putting together a helicopter fleet, the weapon systems, the millions of
componentry parts and decision-making points — it’s quite phenomenal.”
In fact, the Minister stressed there would always be “an element of risk” involved in
major defence projects, acknowledging “things will go wrong” – refusing to rule out
whether there would be challenges to the program in the future.
While downplaying the concerns, he contended that such issues are unlikely to impact the
price of the Hunter Class frigate program – with small alterations already factored into the
project’s $45 billion price tag for the delivery of nine next-generation frigates.
The report was released shortly before BAE Systems wrapped up its year-long SDR,
designed to shed light on the required construction processes at the Osborne Naval
Shipyard as well as the baseline design of the Hunter Class frigate.
The review was the second major evaluation of the ship’s design since the prime secured
the contract, and was undertaken by teams in Australia and the United Kingdom.
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“When you look at the complexity of these programs — I mean trying
to build frigates or submarines or putting together a helicopter fleet,
the weapon systems, the millions of componentry parts and decisionmaking points — it’s quite phenomenal.”

The report has been integral to ensuring the feasibility of capabilities required by
the Commonwealth, such as the Aegis and Australian Interface Combat Management
Systems, the CEAFAR2 phased array radar and integration of the Seahawk Romeo
Maritime Combat Helicopter. It is now expected that the Hunter Class will progress onto
a Preliminary Design Review, a technical assessment aimed at ensuring the design is
operationally effective.

So what’s next for the program?
Having begun addressing the issues detailed in the Engineering Team Assessment, the
frigate program is set to continue meeting its primary objective of developing an antisubmarine warfare ship that is designed to protect Australian vessels from submarine
engagements and serve as an on-sea deterrent against underwater warfare.
Recent reports have also confirmed that that the ship’s anti-submarine capabilities will
still be complemented with electronic warfare systems as well as air defence and even
long-range strike options.
“The Hunter Class frigate, whether operating independently or in an Australian or
coalition naval task group, will be more than “just” a submarine hunter. The Hunter
Class will also be highly capable in air and surface warfare,” Lockhart continued.
“The Aegis combat system, CEA radar and Saab Australia tactical interface will
complement other modifications including specific sensors, guided weapons, electronic
warfare and aviation systems.”
Following the completion of the SDR, the program is currently on track to complete
the Preliminary Design Review (PDR) by June 2023, with the program’s first steel cut
scheduled for 2024.
“By the middle of the year we expect to have successfully transferred the bulk of the
platform and ship systems from the UK design environment and reference ship design,”
Lockhart continued.
“The progress we’re making on the project is extraordinary. Since the contract signing:
A new shipyard has been built;
 e’ve grown the team to around 1,500 shipbuilders – including our second cohort of
W
graduates and a second cohort of interns;
We have transferred the design from the UK; and
Prototyping is progressing at pace and to a very high quality.
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Chief of Navy, Vice Admiral Tim Barrett, AO, CSC,
RAN, describes the capability of the Future Frigate
to members of Air Warfare Destroyer, NUSHIP
Brisbane, the ship’s company at Osborne in South
Australia. Photographer: ABIS James McDougall

“We’re well on track to developing not only a sovereign capability but a continuous
shipbuilding capability for the nation, and we now have the world’s most advanced shipyard
where we are building one of the world’s most advanced frigates in the form of Hunter.

Program background
In June 2018, the federal government announced that BAE Systems Maritime Australia
(BAESMA) was the successful applicant to build nine Hunter Class frigates as part of
Defence’s SEA 5000 Future Frigate Program.
Coming into service in the late 2020s, the Hunter Class – based on BAE Systems’ Type
26 Global Combat Ship, which is currently under construction for the Royal Navy – is
expected to replace the Royal Australian Navy’s eight current Anzac Class frigates. It is
expected that BAESMA will conclude prototyping by 2023.
Indeed, the Hunter Class frigate has been billed as one of the world’s most cutting-edge
anti-submarine warships, integrating leading ISR, communications and weapons systems
from across the world.
“Incorporating the leading-edge Australian-developed CEA Phased-Array Radar and the
US Navy’s Aegis combat management system, with an Australian interface developed by
Saab Australia, the Hunter Class will be one of the most capable warships in the world,”
the Royal Australian Navy website reads.
According to Defence, the frigate will be armed with MU90 torpedos, a Mk45 Mod 4
5-inch gun, SM2 and ESSM missiles, advanced anti-ship missiles, a Mk41 Vertical
Launch System and a Nulka Decoy System. And of course, the Aegis weapons system.
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Autonomous
surface vessels

USS Freedom, Littoral
Combat Ship approaches
HMAS Kanimbla during
boarding exercises

AUTOMATION
SUSTAINMENT RISKS AND
FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Findings from the littoral combat ship (LCS), a capability that
initially boasted a streamlined crew of 40 members, has shown
that a reduction of on-sea maintenance could lead to higher
sustainment costs on land. Learning from the LCS, what does
the future of maritime automation look like?
By Liam Garman

S

imple, cheap and effective unmanned systems have already proven a gamechanger
on the modern battlefield. Innovative applications of drones in the ArmeniaAzerbaijan conflict have demonstrated how uncrewed systems can overcome even
cutting-edge air defence systems, while the more recent conflict in Ukraine has evidenced
how drones are essential for modern all-arms missions (especially their unmatched
symbiosis with ground-based guided munitions for distraction and geotargeting).
This is only going to get more pronounced, with the ongoing development of humanmachine teaming capabilities. The new Ghost Bat (formerly the Loyal Wingman) promises
ground-breaking human-robot interaction in the conventional battlespace, while the Orca
has made remarkable strides in automation in the challenging submarine domain.
However, while such smaller unmanned systems have already revolutionised the
battlefield, recent attempts by the US Navy to mitigate their reliance on crews and
embark on an era of unmanned ships has yet to prove successful.
According to Jonathan Panter and Jonathan Falcone in War on the Rocks in December,
the US Navy’s LCS’ are evidence of the problematic impact of a premature transition from
crewed to uncrewed systems.
Simply, the pair explain that reducing the number of sailors onboard maritime vessels
while at sea has led to a greater reliance on even costlier technology and has resulted in
equipment breakdowns going unnoticed.
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surface vessels

The Littoral Combat Ship USS
Independence (LCS 2). Photographer:
ABIS Chantell Bianchi

“While the LCS is not unmanned, it is further on the unmanned spectrum than any
other US Navy vessel in operational use, making it the closest real-world test case for
future surface fleet architecture,” the pair note of the LCS.
“First, replacing sailors with technology reduced maintenance at the operator
level, but increased it at the regional maintenance centre and original equipment
manufacturer levels. This raised costs overall, meaning fewer platforms could be
purchased… Second, minimal manning made platforms less resilient. Fewer sailors
meant fewer problems spotted, and less capacity to fix them while underway.”
Unsurprisingly, complex ships require experts at sea to monitor and oversee the
operational capabilities of the ship’s systems. If those experts are not onboard, the
LCS or unmanned vessels would require difficult at-sea support from nearby vessels.
However, there has been some significant progress on the development of
autonomous surface vessels since the LCS.
The United States Navy’s Ghost Fleet program evidenced that automation at sea might
not be too far off. According to the US Navy, the NOMAD unmanned surface vehicle
— developed as part of a program to research unmanned surface vehicles dubbed
Ghost Fleet Overlord — was able to travel 4,421 miles in autonomous mode. According
to US NI News, the US Navy purchased the Ghost Fleet Overlord ships for some $80
million, where the prototypes would undergo continued testing with the US Navy.
Perhaps the future of automation is not limited to large ships, where a lack of crew
could result in maintenance and sustainment blow outs. Rather, automation of larger
numbers of smaller vessels could be used to distribute lethality across larger areas.
Afterall, it’s a growing trend with swarming UAVs or paramilitarised civilian vessels
used to encircle larger ships in littoral waters.
In 2002, a US war game simulating naval operations in the Strait of Hormuz sent
shockwaves through the country’s military establishment. The trial, at a cost of
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The U.S. Navy littoral combat
ship USS Independence (LCS-2)
arrives at Mole Pier at Naval Air
Station Key West, Florida . U.S.
Navy photo by Naval Air Crewman
2nd Class Nicholas Kontodiakos

$250 million, sought to evaluate the capacity for American warships to operate and
overcome large units of small Iranian patrol boats.
At the end of the war game, the US was thought to have lost some 16 warships with
a decisive Red Team (a notionally Iranian OPFOR) victory. Recently, the Chinese
government has sought to utilise the country’s commercial fishermen to reinforce the
People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) to undertake grey zone and hybrid operations
both in the Indo-Pacific and beyond.
Perhaps distributed lethality through larger numbers of smaller systems could mitigate
these threats, and ameliorate the cost blowouts posed by automating larger vessels.

How autonomous would such systems be?
The degree of autonomy under which unmanned systems should operate has caused
widespread debate among military and academic sources, hence this caveat.
There appears to be no shortage of evidence to suggest that the automation of decision
matrices driven by all available information and data for unmanned weapons systems
could enhance a Commander’s judgement. Indeed, even Carl von Clausewitz himself
noted that war “is wrapped in a fog of greater or lesser uncertainty.”
One of the greatest examples of came in 1988 when the USS Vincennes shot down an
Iranian passenger jet. It was later determined that the operator – rather than the
semi-automated Aegis weapons system – was in control. Nevertheless, while many
in the industry and country at large may be willing to automate weapons systems yet
further, such zeal may not be evidenced among military commanders who would be
held liable if autonomous weapons systems under their control commit war crimes.
In fact, the US Department of Defense directive 3000.09 outlined that military
commanders at all times must have “appropriate levels of human judgement” over
decisions undertaken by autonomous systems, hopefully mitigating machinedetermined violations of jus in bello.
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